PRESS RELEASE

Cyber Attacks: Public Institutions
Increasingly Targeted
ARTEC IT Solutions warns against relying only on conventional IT security measures
Karben, 17.08.2021 – The recent attack on a district in SaxonyAnhalt, which even led to the declaration of a local disaster situation,
is unfortunately not an isolated case: Cyber criminals are increasingly
targeting municipalities, cities and public institutions in Germany.
Often, so-called „ransomware Trojans“ are used with blackmailing
intent, which specifically encrypt files. Although a ransom payment
(the effect of which is more than questionable anyway) could be
avoided in the above case. However, the consequential costs and
the damage caused by the failure of systems, the inaccessibility of
employees and possible data loss are often immense in such scenarios. In some cases, public life is also paralyzed - in the affected
district, for example, vehicles could no longer be registered for weeks.
Classic protection mechanisms often insufficient
In this context, ARTEC IT Solutions, a specialist for data security
and data management solutions, warns against relying only on
conventional IT security measures. This is because traditional
defense mechanisms against attacks often rely on the monitoring of
IT systems and the detection of attacks. In practice, however, this
is unfortunately often only successful enough in the case of already
known attack methods. However, the most important asset - the
data itself - is sometimes inadequately protected. This is because
the data is potentially still accessible during attacks and exposed to
the risk of the continuous race between malware and anti-malware
solutions.
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EMA Cyber Defense makes data inaccessible to attacks
ARTEC IT Solutions therefore deliberately goes one step beyond
classic protection mechanisms with EMA Cyber Defense. The solution,
which was developed entirely in Germany, ensures that a copy of
the data is stored in a „data vault“ that is inaccessible to attackers.
The data is „invisible“, so to speak, and thus not affected by cyberattacks. In the event of an attack with ransomware, data loss due
to encryption is thus ruled out. And full productivity and operational
readiness are quickly restored, as the required data can be restored
within a very short time. EMA Cyber Defense is based on patented
encryption methods and can be used both on-premises and as a
pure cloud service.
Free, secure cloud storage for public institutions
For example, to support municipalities, communities and counties in
the fight against cyber attacks, ARTEC IT Solutions now offers public
institutions free cloud storage up to a capacity of 1 TB in a secure,
ARTEC-owned data center. This creates the opportunity to store
critical data in a protected location in a GDPR compliant manner.
Interested parties can contact info@artec-it.com for further information
or use the contact form on the ARTEC website.
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About ARTEC IT Solutions:
ARTEC IT Solutions is a leading manufacturer of comprehensive data management
solutions from the collection, efficient use and secure storage to the legally compliant
archiving of relevant company data. The focus is on maximum data security - unreachable
for cyber attacks. In addition to the modular information management system EMA® , the
high-performance mass storage VSTOR® Vault and firegate® VPN for secure connection of
cloud services round off the range of services optimally.
Since its foundation in 1995, the company has been developing special software, hardware and integrated appliance solutions that ensure integrated and optimized business
processes. ARTEC‘s solutions are characterized by maximum security, simple implementation and application in the company as well as an attractive price-performance ratio. Due
to the modular structure of EMA®, a tailor-made information management for all relevant
data can be individually implemented depending on the company situation.
From stored files, e-mails, the daily digitized inbox and outbox, scan and print, to telephone recordings and instant messaging – all data is securely stored and available at
the click of a mouse across all sources. With this carefully coordinated product portfolio,
ARTEC covers the entire spectrum of digital information management – from long-term and
legally compliant storage to optimization of backup and restore processes and efficient
use of productive data. Depending on individual requirements, this enables the implementation of centralized or decentralized information management using existing resources
and without changes to the infrastructure.
All solutions are both on premise and cloud-based and can be easily integrated into
existing business applications and portal solutions using ARTEC SMART Integration Tools.
ARTEC is headquartered in Germany and has further branches in the USA and East Asia.
As a manufacturer of modern and high-quality software solutions, ARTEC works together
with qualified sales partners worldwide.
Further information is available at: https://www.artec-it.com
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